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LAW AND ORDER:  C-RHYME AND PUN-ISHMENT

Book by JANE and JIM JEFFRIES
Music and Lyrics by BILL FRANCOEUR

CAST OF CHARACTERS
(In Order of Speaking)

# of lines

DETECTIVE GREEN ....................investigator of crimes and 128 
long-suffering partner of the 
Punnish Sir

THE PUNNISH SIR .....................Detective’s partner in 112 
investigations; can’t pass up 
a good pun

MARE .......................................one of the king’s horses, a 14 
witness at the crime scene

OLD WOMAN WHO
 LIVED IN THE SHOE ................has a bunch of children and 47 

perhaps a shaky record as 
a parent

SO MANY CHILDREN, WE
 DON’T KNOW WHAT TO DO ......just a cute bunch of kids n/a

GIRLS:  MARY, SHERRY, TERI, CARRIE, GERI
BOYS:  LARRY, HARRY, ENGELBERT, BARRY, PERRY

DOCTOR FOSTER .......................formerly of Gloucester, the 30 
leader of the L.O.S.E.R.S. 
support group

BEAUTIFUL SWAN ......................still working through the 16 
childhood trauma of having been 
ugly (female); in support group

JACK BE NIMBLE .......................working on his self-esteem in 19 
the support group

GEORGIE PORGIE ......................slowly accepting the 12 
restraining orders being put  
upon him; in the support group

LITTLE BOY BLUE.......................dealing with some depression 20 
(being blue and all) in the  
support group

MARY HAD A LITTLE LAMB .........imagines that a lamb is 12 
following her everywhere; in the 
support group
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LITTLE BO PEEP ........................working through the fact that 10 
she’s lost her sheep; in the 
support group

SAL ..........................................forensic scientist; pretty 22 
hardened by her job

MRS. SPRAT .............................junk-food nut who eats lots of 20 
fat and wouldn’t consider 
working out

JACK SPRAT ..............................health-food nut who works out 12 
and eats no fat

BAILIFF .....................................helps move things along in 8 
court

JUDGE MENTAL .........................unstable judge with a short 25 
fuse

PROSECUTOR ...........................prosecuting attorney in this 19 
murder case

SIMPLE SIMON .........................has a rap sheet a mile long 28 
(a.k.a. Peter Pumpkin Eater, Wee 
Willie Winkie, Tom the Piper’s Son 
and Crooked Man)

DEFENSE ATTORNEY ..................in this murder case 36
MOTHER GOOSE .......................Humpty Dumpty’s mother; 17 

she’s a bit… volatile
HUMPTY DUMPTY ......................very large goose who has had 2 

some trouble leaving the nest
OPTIONAL CHORUS ...................as desired as OFFSTAGE NARRATOR 

and INVESTIGATORS at the crime 
scene

GENDER FLEXIBILITY
The following characters can be played male or female:  DETECTIVE 
GREEN, DOCTOR FOSTER, BAILIFF, JUDGE MENTAL, PROSECTOR, 
DEFENSE ATTORNEY and EXTRAS.

SYNOPSIS OF SCENES
Scene One:  The wall where Humpty Dumpty had a great fall
Scene Two:  The home of the Old Woman Who Lived in a Shoe
Scene Three:  Doctor Foster’s L.O.S.E.R.S. support group
Scene Four:  The Mother Goose forensics lab
Scene Five:  The home of Jack Sprat and his wife
Scene Six:  The courtroom trial, part 32
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SETTING
TIME:  Once upon a time…
PLACE:  Nursery Rhyme Land

SET DESCRIPTIONS
There are six very simple sets used in the play, one for each scene. 
Set designs appear at the end of the playbook.
The crime scene:  a backdrop or flat showing a high wall. Some chalk 
outlines and police tape are in front of it.

The home of the Old Woman Who Lived in a Shoe:  the backdrop 
should show the interior of a large shoe. DOWN RIGHT is a door inside 
a door frame, to show the exterior front; UPSTAGE from the door are a 
table and some chairs, a kitchen counter and laundry to suggest the 
interior of the house.

Doctor Foster’s office:  A backdrop depicts an office interior. Seven 
chairs are arranged in a semi-circle where the L.O.S.E.R.S. group 
meets. There is also a table to the side.

The Mother Goose forensics lab:  An examination table concealed by 
a curtained partition sits in the middle of the stage; two instrument 
tables are arranged on either side of this.

The home of the Sprats:  This can use the same doorframe as the 
Old Woman’s home, with the same table and chairs behind it, simply 
positioned differently onstage.

The courtroom:  A raised chair and table UP CENTER represent the 
bench where the judge sits. DOWN RIGHT of the bench sits the witness 
stand, which can be a single chair. DOWN RIGHT of that is a small table 
and chair for the defense team. On the other side of the bench, DOWN 
LEFT, is the jury box, which can be six or twelve raised seats. DOWN 
LEFT of that sits the small table and chair for the prosecution team. 
FAR DOWN LEFT and RIGHT there should be a few chairs arranged for 
the gallery.
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SEQUENCE OF MUSICAL NUMBERS
MC 1 Law And Order–Prologue .....................Ensemble
MC 2 Eggicide.............................................Detective, Punnish, 

Investigators
MC 2a I Am an Old Woman–Introduction .........Instrumental
MC 3 I Am an Old Woman ............................Old Woman, 

Children, Detective, 
Punnish

MC 4 Group Therapy ....................................Foster, Swan, Jack 
Be Nimble, Georgie, 
Boy Blue, Mary, Bo 
Peep

MC 4a Nursery Rhyme–Underscore ................Jack Be Nimble
MC 4b Nursery Rhyme–Underscore ................Boy Blue
MC 4c Nursery Rhyme–Underscore ................Mary
MC 4d Group Therapy–Scene Change .............Instrumental
MC 5 The Pun Master ..................................Sal, Detective, 

Punnish
MC 6 Mountain of Love ...............................Mrs. Sprat, Jack 

Sprat
MC 6a Mountain of Love–Scene Change .........Instrumental
MC 7 What the Honk’s Goin’ On? .................Mother Goose, 

Courtroom Chorus
MC 7a Law and Order–Epilogue ......................Ensemble
MC 7b Curtain Call–The Pun Master ...............Instrumental
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LAW AND ORDER:  C-RHYME AND PUN-ISHMENT
Prologue

After the HOUSELIGHTS have FADED, ENSEMBLE, except DETECTIVE 
and PUNNISH, ENTERS from LEFT and RIGHT and moves to CENTER 
STAGE. Out of the darkness we hear the NARRATOR’S VOICE.
NARRATOR:  (From OFFSTAGE.) In the nursery rhyme justice system, 

the people are represented by two separate, yet equally important 
groups… the detectives, who investigate the crime, and the 
magistrates, who prosecute the offenders. These are their rhymes. 
(CURTAIN OPENS. MUSIC CUE 1:  “Law and Order.” LIGHTS UP 
DIMLY on the ENSEMBLE. As music introduction begins, DETECTIVE 
ENTERS from DOWN RIGHT and PUNNISH ENTERS from DOWN 
LEFT, SPOTLIGHTED if possible. DETECTIVE and PUNNISH each hold 
a magnifying glass through which they appear to be looking for 
clues. Throughout the song they crisscross to opposite sides of the 
stage. As they pass each other, they stop, look each other up and 
down through their magnifying glasses, then proceed, EXITING to 
the opposite sides of the stage. After a moment they REENTER, 
crisscross the stage again, observing each other once more as they 
pass. They repeat this business as many times as the song allows. 
By song’s end, they should BOTH be DOWN CENTER looking OUT 
over the AUDIENCE through their magnifying glasses. [ALTERNATE 
OPENING:  If you prefer, DETECTIVE and PUNNISH can ENTER from 
the back of the HOUSE observing various AUDIENCE members with 
their magnifying glasses as they proceed to the stage. By song’s 
end, the DUO should again be DOWN CENTER, looking out over the 
AUDIENCE with magnifying glasses.])

ENSEMBLE:  (Sings.) Law and order.
They work together, keeping law and order.
Border to border they stroll.
They patrol Nursery Rhyme Land.
Hand in hand,
Together they stand
For law and order.
Beware the iron fist of brick and mortar.
It’s law and order they serve.
They preserve justice for all.
Without fail,
They’re always on the trail.
From the forest of Mary Had a Little Lamb
To the fields of Little Bo Peep,
They fight the meanest of mean
Like that Little Johnny Green.
They’re on the tail of every villain and creep.
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Law and order.
They are protectors.
They are true supporters
Of law and order.
They fight for what’s right,
Tackling riddles and rhymes
And in time,
Solving every crime and keeping
Law and order!
Law and order!
Law and order! (MUSIC OUT. BLACKOUT.)

End of Prologue

Scene One
LIGHTS UP:  The crime scene. There is a large, high wall in the 
background, with yellow police tape marking off the area and red 
lights flashing. Chalk outlines appear around the floor of the stage, 
some with large egg pieces inside them. (NOTE:  Eggshell bits can 
be pieces of white hard foam.) PUNNISH and several INVESTIGATORS 
are examining the crime scene. The INVESTIGATORS can be carrying 
Ziploc bags holding big egg pieces. DETECTIVE ENTERS, looks around, 
takes off his sunglasses and walks over to PUNNISH.
DETECTIVE:  So, what have we got here?
PUNNISH:  It looks like a suicide.
DETECTIVE:  (Looks around.) Where’s the body?
PUNNISH:  You mean what’s left of it? It’s being taken to the morgue. 

The coroner will be doing an autopsy later today.
DETECTIVE:  All right. Where’s the chalk outline showing the placement 

of the body?
PUNNISH:  (Points.) Here. (Walks a few feet with DETECTIVE following 

and points again.) Here. (Walks a few feet with DETECTIVE following 
and points again.) Here. (Walks several yards with DETECTIVE 
following and points again.) And here.

DETECTIVE:  Wow! Do we have a description of the victim?
PUNNISH:  We found a driver’s license on the body. (Removes driver’s 

license from inside jacket pocket.) Here is his photo. (Hands it to 
DETECTIVE.)

DETECTIVE:  I’ve never seen anyone so bald. And pale. And, whoa, 
he’s really out of shape—I think he is as round as he is tall. So his 
name is… (Squints at the license.)

PUNNISH:  Humpty Dumpty.
DETECTIVE:  Humpty Dumpty?
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PUNNISH:  Yes.
DETECTIVE:  (Pockets the license.) So, why are we treating this one as 

a suicide?
PUNNISH:  The witnesses say that Humpty Dumpty sat on a wall. 

(Glances towards top of high wall.)
DETECTIVE:  Why was he up there? Was he depressed? Having a 

terrible autumn?
PUNNISH:  Actually, friends who knew him said that Humpty Dumpty 

had a great fall.
DETECTIVE:  Who are the witnesses?
PUNNISH:  All the king’s horses and all the king’s men.
DETECTIVE:  Horses, huh. I don’t think that their testimony is allowed 

in court.
PUNNISH:  True, but they are the “mane” witnesses.
DETECTIVE:  (Pauses and glares at PUNNISH.) You know I hate it when 

you do that.
PUNNISH:  Yes.
DETECTIVE:  And yet you continue to pun.
PUNNISH:  Well, I am the Punnish Sir.
DETECTIVE:  (Sighs.) So, we’ve got Humpty Dumpty falling off a wall 

to his death.
PUNNISH:  Yes.
DETECTIVE:  But there’s one problem.
PUNNISH:  What’s that?
DETECTIVE:  Look at his picture again. See those skinny arms and 

legs?
PUNNISH:  Yes.
DETECTIVE:  How did Mr. Dumpty get all the way up to the top of that 

wall? (Both DETECTIVE and PUNNISH look speculatively way up to 
the top of the wall.)

PUNNISH:  So you’re saying that this is not a suicide, but that it is—
DETECTIVE:  That’s right. I think that this is an eggicide. (CAST 

FREEZES. MUSIC CUE 2:  “Eggicide.”)
PUNNISH:  (Speaks in rhythm.) Eggicide?
DETECTIVE:  (Speaks in rhythm.) Eggicide.
PUNNISH/OTHER INVESTIGATORS:  (Speak in rhythm.) Eggicide?! 

(Horrified.) Oh, no!
DETECTIVE:  (To PUNNISH. Speaks.) It’s as obvious as the nose on your 

face. (Sings.) What we got here are eggshells by the dozen.
Bits of yolk, all that egg white grossly splattered everywhere.
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It’s not suicide.
It’s not that cut and dried.
It must stay classified.
I do declare it’s eggicide! (PUNNISH and OTHER INVESTIGATORS 
mumble their concern.)

PUNNISH:  (Sings.) What we’ve got here’s an omelet of a puzzle.
Cracked and fried on the pavement, every piece a mystery.
That egg took a slide right on his sunny side.

DETECTIVE/PUNNISH:  (Sing.) And now he’s liquefied beyond repair.
It’s eggicide!

ALL:  (Sing.) It’s not suicide.
It’s not that cut and dried.
It must stay classified.
I do declare it’s eggicide!
It’s eggicide!
It’s eggicide!
(Whisper.) Eggicide! (MUSIC OUT. CAST UNFREEZES.)

DETECTIVE:  Are any of the witnesses still here?
PUNNISH:  We have one of the horses. (An INVESTIGATOR EXITS and 

RE-ENTERS leading MARE.)
DETECTIVE:  Let’s talk to her. She may be able to give us a lead.
PUNNISH:  Or she might just “stirrup” trouble.
DETECTIVE:  (Stares at PUNNISH, then moves on to question MARE.) 

Excuse me. I understand that you were at the scene of the accident? 
(MARE nods her head in a horsy fashion.) About what time did it 
occur? (MARE stomps her foot loudly and slowly three times, pauses, 
then stomps it half as loudly and twice as quickly seven times.)

PUNNISH:  3:07. I see.
DETECTIVE:  So, did you see Humpty Dumpty sit on the wall?
MARE:  Neigh.
DETECTIVE:  Did you see Humpty Dumpty fall?
MARE:  Neigh.
DETECTIVE:  (To PUNNISH.) This is ridiculous. We won’t get any 

information this way. She’s not talking.
PUNNISH:  You have to give her a break, sir. She has trouble talking.
DETECTIVE:  Why’s that?
PUNNISH:  She’s a little horse. (DETECTIVE just stares at him.) Let me 

try to question her. (Moves DETECTIVE aside. To MARE.) Can you 
tell us, in your own words, what happened?

MARE:  Oh, my goodness. Oh, my goodness. It was terrible! It was 
horrible! It was atrocious-able!
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PUNNISH:  Take it easy there. Let’s rein it in. (Both DETECTIVE and 
MARE stare at PUNNISH.)

MARE:  We were in the stable around the corner. The king’s men were 
just tying on our feedbags when we heard this gargantuous splat. I 
ran out and looked over and… and it was awful-able. We all rushed 
over to see if we could help.

DETECTIVE:  What did you do to help?
MARE:  Naturally all of the king’s horses and all of the king’s men tried 

to put Humpty back together again.
PUNNISH:  And what stopped you from doing just that?
MARE:  Well, for one, none of us made it through all four years of 

medical school, let alone the five years of residency you would 
need for specializing in organ replacement surgery.

DETECTIVE:  And what else prevented you from putting Humpty back 
together again?

MARE:  (Holds up hooves.) No hands.
PUNNISH:  There’s that.
DETECTIVE:  Did you know Mr. Dumpty?
MARE:  Nobody really knew him. He didn’t have many friends. He was 

pretty obnoxious.
PUNNISH:  A bad egg, huh? (Both MARE and DETECTIVE stare at 

PUNNISH.)
DETECTIVE:  Is there anything else you can tell us that would help us 

in our investigation?
MARE:  I know that he was renting a room from the Old Woman Who 

Lived in a Shoe.
DETECTIVE:  Do you know his apartment number?
MARE:  No, but he was renting out the ground floor.
PUNNISH:  So he was the sole occupant? (Both MARE and DETECTIVE 

stare at PUNNISH.)
MARE:  Well, if that’s all, I have to get back to work.
DETECTIVE:  Thank you. We won’t keep you. What do you do here 

in town in case we have to contact you again? (MARE starts to 
answer, but PUNNISH interrupts.)

PUNNISH:  This horse holds a very important position. (Both DETECTIVE 
and MARE look at PUNNISH.) She’s the town mare.

MARE:  (To DETECTIVE.) You deal with this every day?
DETECTIVE:  That’s why they took away my gun. (BLACKOUT.)

End of Scene One
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Scene Two
SOUND EFFECT:  DUN-DUN. LIGHTS UP:  The home of the Old Woman 
Who Lived in a Shoe, where the OLD WOMAN is working in the kitchen. 
MUSIC CUE 2a:  “I Am an Old Woman–Introduction.” CHILDREN are 
running in many directions. DETECTIVE and PUNNISH ENTER, take 
note of the CHILDREN, who scatter and run OFF, then knock on the 
door. OLD WOMAN opens the door a crack. MUSIC OUT.
DETECTIVE:  Are you the Old Woman?
OLD WOMAN:  My, aren’t you the charmer.
DETECTIVE:  Are you the Old Woman Who Lived in a Shoe?
OLD WOMAN:  Who’s asking?
DETECTIVE:  I’m Detective Green, NRU.
OLD WOMAN:  (Nervous.) No, I’m not the Old Woman Who Lived in a 

Shoe.
DETECTIVE:  You know, that is interesting coming from someone living 

in a very shoe-like building.
OLD WOMAN:  You’ve got me confused with someone else. I’m the 

Young Woman Who Lives in a Birkenstock.
DETECTIVE:  Birkenstock?
OLD WOMAN:  Yes.
PUNNISH:  Aren’t Birkenstocks sandals?
OLD WOMAN:  Well, uh, I did do some remodeling lately…
PUNNISH:  YOUNG woman?
OLD WOMAN:  (Gets hostile.) You got a problem with that?
DETECTIVE:  Look, ma’am, if you could just let us in to ask you a few 

questions—
OLD WOMAN:  You’re not from child protective services, are you?
DETECTIVE:  No.
OLD WOMAN:  Or housing code enforcement?
DETECTIVE:  No.
OLD WOMAN:  Or the Department of Homeland Security?
DETECTIVE:  No, ma’am, I’m from NRU. That’s Nursery Rhyme Unit. 

I’m investigating a suspected murder.
OLD WOMAN:  Murder?
DETECTIVE:  Yes.
OLD WOMAN:  (Looks relieved.) Well, if it’s just murder, come on in. 

(Opens the door and takes them to seats at a table.) Can I get you 
gentlemen anything? Coffee? Tea? Broth without any bread?

PUNNISH:  Hey, broth sounds pretty good…
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DETECTIVE:  (Interrupts.) Thank you, ma’am, but we are on duty. Now, 
if I could just ask you a few questions. (DETECTIVE is interrupted 
by MARY and LARRY ENTERING, fighting over a toy.) Oh, are these 
your children?

OLD WOMAN:  Yes, that’s Mary and Larry.
DETECTIVE:  Mary and Larry. They are really— (He is interrupted by 

MARY wresting the toy away from LARRY and smacking DETECTIVE’S 
shoulder in the process. They run OFF while DETECTIVE rubs his 
shoulder.)

PUNNISH:  Cute.
OLD WOMAN:  Yeah, ain’t they?
DETECTIVE:  Did you have a renter here by the name of Humpty 

Dumpty?
OLD WOMAN:  What do you mean “did”?
PUNNISH:  His body was found near the wall. It was a terrible scene. 

We are both pretty shell shocked. (Both DETECTIVE and OLD 
WOMAN stare at PUNNISH.)

DETECTIVE:  Did Mr. Dumpty rent from you?
OLD WOMAN:  You could say that. He was always behind on his rent. 

He had trouble holding a job.
PUNNISH:  So, you are saying that he had to really scramble for work? 

(Both DETECTIVE and OLD WOMAN stare at PUNNISH.)
OLD WOMAN:  (To PUNNISH.) And you are…?
DETECTIVE:  This is my partner, the Punnish Sir.
OLD WOMAN:  I see.
DETECTIVE:  What was Mr. Dumpty doing— (DETECTIVE is interrupted 

by CARRIE and BARRY ENTERING, fighting over a glass of water. He 
speaks to the CHILDREN.) Mary and Larry—

OLD WOMAN:  That’s not Mary and Larry.
DETECTIVE:  It’s not?
OLD WOMAN:  No, that’s Carrie and Barry.
DETECTIVE:  Carrie and Barry. Well, they are also really— (He is 

interrupted by CARRIE wresting the glass away from BARRY and 
splashing DETECTIVE’S face in the process. They run OFF while 
DETECTIVE wipes his face.)

PUNNISH:  Cute.
OLD WOMAN:  Yeah, ain’t they?
DETECTIVE:  So Mr. Dumpty was a loner, no friends?
OLD WOMAN:  He had one person pick him up regularly, about once 

a week.
DETECTIVE:  What was this person’s name?
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OLD WOMAN:  I never caught her name.
DETECTIVE:  Can you describe her?
OLD WOMAN:  She was gorgeous, stunning really. Arms like an angel, 

long and elegant neck, a little too much eye shadow, though.
PUNNISH:  That sounds like Swan to me, Detective.
DETECTIVE:  Yes, it does. Does the name Beautiful Swan ring a bell?
OLD WOMAN:  No, that doesn’t sound familiar…
PUNNISH:  Her name used to be Ugly Duckling before she legally 

changed it.
OLD WOMAN:  Ugly Duckling? Well, of course. Humpty spoke to her all 

of the time on the phone. I never connected the name Ugly Duckling 
with that vision of loveliness who came calling at the shoe.

PUNNISH:  One would not think that someone so fair could be named 
so fowl. (DETECTIVE and OLD WOMAN stare at PUNNISH.)

DETECTIVE:  When Swan—or Duckling—came to the shoe, what— 
(DETECTIVE is interrupted by SHERRY and HARRY ENTERING, fighting 
over a banana. He speaks to the CHILDREN.) Carrie and Barry—

OLD WOMAN:  That’s not Carrie and Barry.
DETECTIVE:  Mary and Larry?
OLD WOMAN:  No, that’s Sherry and Harry.
DETECTIVE:  Sherry and Harry. Well, they are also really— (He is 

interrupted by SHERRY wresting the banana away from HARRY and 
shoving it in DETECTIVE’S nose in the process. They run OFF while 
DETECTIVE wipes his nose.)

PUNNISH:  Cute.
OLD WOMAN:  Yeah, ain’t they?
DETECTIVE:  Anyway, when Beautiful Swan came to pick up Humpty 

Dumpty, where did they go?
OLD WOMAN:  They had this meeting that they went to regularly. Some 

sort of support group.
DETECTIVE:  Humpty Dumpty belonged to a support group? Do you 

know the name of it?
OLD WOMAN:  Love. Optimism. Self-Esteem. Respect. Support.
PUNNISH:  (Puts acronym together in his head.) LOSERS?
OLD WOMAN:  It’s a group for people with low self-esteem.
DETECTIVE:  Humpty Dumpty, him I can imagine belonging to such a 

group. I mean, a pasty-faced, bald, rotund guy is a natural for a 
self-esteem group. But Beautiful Swan?

PUNNISH:  I imagine, as a swan, she was always feeling down. 
(DETECTIVE and OLD WOMAN stare at PUNNISH.)
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DETECTIVE:  So, this support group, do you know— (DETECTIVE is 
interrupted by GERI and PERRY ENTERING, fighting over a wet mop. 
He speaks to the CHILDREN.) Sherry and Harry—

OLD WOMAN:  That’s not Sherry and Harry.
DETECTIVE:  Carrie and Barry?
OLD WOMAN:  No.
DETECTIVE:  Mary and Larry?
OLD WOMAN:  No, that’s Geri and Perry.
DETECTIVE:  Geri and Perry. Well, they are also really— (He is 

interrupted by GERI wresting the mop away from PERRY and 
smacking DETECTIVE’S face in the process. They run OFF while 
DETECTIVE wipes his face.)

PUNNISH:  Cute.
OLD WOMAN:  Yeah, ain’t they?
DETECTIVE:  Do you know where this support group meets?
OLD WOMAN:  No, but Humpty gave me the phone number in case 

I ever needed to contact him while he was out. I’ll get it for you. 
(Goes to kitchen counter, takes pen and copies phone number from 
a little book onto a small slip of paper.)

DETECTIVE:  Mr. Dumpty and Miss Swan—were they in a romantic 
relationship?

OLD WOMAN:  Yes, they were at one time. But just recently, Beautiful 
Swan broke up with Humpty. Said that she needed to find herself.

PUNNISH:  So Humpty got dumptied?
OLD WOMAN:  (Turns back to DETECTIVE, handing him the paper with 

the phone number.) You deal with this every day?
DETECTIVE:  That’s why they took away my billy club. Thank you—

(DETECTIVE is interrupted by TERI and ENGLEBERT ENTERING, 
fighting over a cream pie. DETECTIVE holds up a hand silently to 
stop the CHILDREN. He trades places with PUNNISH. He motions for 
PUNNISH to speak to the CHILDREN.)

PUNNISH:  Geri and Perry—
OLD WOMAN:  That’s not Geri and Perry.
PUNNISH:  Sherry and Harry?
OLD WOMAN:  No.
PUNNISH:  Carrie and Barry?
OLD WOMAN:  No.
PUNNISH:  Mary and Larry?
OLD WOMAN:  No. That’s Teri and Englebert.
PUNNISH:  Teri and… Englebert?
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OLD WOMAN:  Yes. (MUSIC CUE 3:  “I Am an Old Woman.”)
PUNNISH:  (Speaks.) Wow. And you are an old woman.
OLD WOMAN:  (Speaks.) And I live in a shoe.
PUNNISH:  (Speaks.) You have so many children.
OLD WOMAN:  (Speaks.) I don’t know what to do.

(Sings.) I am an old woman living in a shoe.
I have so many children,
I don’t know what to do! (NOTE:  The OTHER CHILDREN ENTER, 
skipping, as they are introduced below.)

There’s Geri and Perry! (They ENTER.)
Sherry and Harry! (They ENTER.)
Carrie and Barry! (They ENTER.)
Mary and Larry! (They ENTER.)
Teri… (She steps forward.) …and Englebert! (He steps forward.)

And I kiss ’em and coddle ’em,
Love ’em and swaddle ’em
When they have been good.

CHILDREN:  (Speak in rhythm.) Yeah!
OLD WOMAN:  (Sings.) Scold ’em and throttle ’em,

Top t’ bottle ’em
When they have been bad.

CHILDREN:  (Speak in rhythm.) Ouch!
OLD WOMAN:  (Sings.) They’re every mother’s pride and joy.

I hope it’s understood,
I wouldn’t trade a single one
For another lass or lad!
I am an old woman living in a shoe.
I have so many children,
I don’t know what to do.
(Quickly.) With Geri and Perry,
And Sherry and Harry,
And Carrie and Barry,
And Mary and Larry,
Teri and Englebert!

PUNNISH:  (Speaks.) Let me get this straight. (Speaking in rhythm, 
points to SHERRY and HARRY.) That’s Geri and Perry?

OLD WOMAN:  (Speaks in rhythm.) No!
PUNNISH:  (Points to CARRIE and BARRY. Speaks in rhythm.) Sherry 

and Harry?
OLD WOMAN:  (Speaks in rhythm.) No!
PUNNISH:  (Points to MARY and LARRY. Speaks in rhythm.) Carrie and 

Barry?
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OLD WOMAN:  (Speaks in rhythm.) No! No!
PUNNISH:  (Points to GERI and PERRY. Speaks in rhythm.) Mary and Larry?
OLD WOMAN:  (Speaks in rhythm.) No!
DETECTIVE:  (Points to CARRIE and BARRY. Speaks in rhythm.) Mary 

and Larry?
OLD WOMAN:  (Speaks in rhythm.) No!
PUNNISH:  (Points to SHERRY and HARRY. Speaks in rhythm.) Carrie 

and Barry?
OLD WOMAN:  (Speaks in rhythm.) No!
DETECTIVE:  (Points to GERI and PERRY. Speaks in rhythm.) Sherry and 

Harry?
OLD WOMAN:  (Speaks in rhythm.) No! No!
PUNNISH/DETECTIVE:  (Point to TERI and ENGLEBERT. Sing.) Teri and 

Englebert!
OLD WOMAN:  (Ecstatic. Sings.) Yes!
PUNNISH/DETECTIVE:  (Sing.) You are an old woman.
OLD WOMAN:  (Sings.) Living in a shoe.
PUNNISH/DETECTIVE:  You have so many children.
OLD WOMAN:  I don’t know what to do!
GERI/PERRY:  (Step forward and sing.) We’re Geri and Perry!
PUNNISH/DETECTIVE:  (Speak in rhythm.) Geri and Perry.
SHERRY/HARRY:  (Step forward and sing.) Sherry and Harry!
PUNNISH/DETECTIVE:  (Speak in rhythm.) Sherry and Harry.
CARRIE/BARRY:  (Step forward and sing.) Carrie and Barry!
PUNNISH/DETECTIVE:  (Speak in rhythm.) Carrie and Barry.
MARY/LARRY:  (Step forward and sing.) Mary and Larry!
PUNNISH/DETECTIVE:  (Speak in rhythm.) Mary and Larry.
TERI:  (Steps forward and sings.) Teri…
ENGLEBERT:  (Steps forward and sings.) …and Englebert!
PUNNISH:  (Speaks.) We already know who you are.
OLD WOMAN:  (Sings.) And I kiss ’em and coddle ’em,

Love ’em and swaddle ’em
When they have been good.

CHILDREN:  (Shout in rhythm.) Yeah!
OLD WOMAN:  (Sings.) Scold ’em and throttle ’em,

Top t’ bottle ’em
When they have been bad.

CHILDREN:  (Rubbing their hind ends, speak in rhythm.) Ouch!
OLD WOMAN:  (Sings.) They’re every mother’s pride and joy.
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CHILDREN:  (Sing.) We hope it’s understood.
She wouldn’t trade a single one
For another lass or a lad.

PUNNISH/DETECTIVE/CHILDREN:  (Sing.) You are an old woman.
OLD WOMAN:  (Sings.) Living in a shoe.
PUNNISH/DETECTIVE/CHILDREN:

(Sing.) You have so many children.
OLD WOMAN:  (Sings.) I don’t know what to do.
GERI/PERRY:  (Step forward and sing.) With Geri and Perry!
ALL OTHERS:  (Speak in rhythm.) Geri and Perry.
SHERRY/HARRY:  (Step forward and sing.) Sherry and Harry!
ALL OTHERS:  (Speak in rhythm.) Sherry and Harry.
CARRIE/BARRY:  (Step forward and sing.) Carrie and Barry!
ALL OTHERS:  (Speak in rhythm.) Carrie and Barry.
MARY/LARRY:  (Step forward and sing.) Mary and Larry!
ALL OTHERS:  (Speak in rhythm.) Mary and Larry.
ALL:  (Including TERI and ENGLEBERT as they step forward, sing.) Teri… 

and Englebert! (During the following three stanzas, DETECTIVE is 
looking expectantly from the pie to PUNNISH, but TERI is holding the 
pie away from ENGLEBERT.)

OLD WOMAN/PUNNISH/DETECTIVE:
(Sing.) There’s Geri and Perry,
And Sherry and Harry,
And Carrie and Barry
And Mary and Larry!

CHILDREN:  (Sing.) Geri and Perry,
And Sherry and Harry,
And Carrie and Barry
And Mary and Larry!

ALL:  (Sing.) Geri and Perry,
And Sherry and Harry,
And Carrie and Barry
And Mary and Larry!
Teri… and Englebert!

ENGLEBERT:  (Speaks in rhythm.) That’s me! (MUSIC OUT. CHILDREN EXIT.)
PUNNISH:  Thank you very much for your help, ma’am. (Hands her a 

card.) Call us if you think of anything else that might help us in 
our case.

DETECTIVE:  (Stands up frustrated.) What! No pie in your face? This is 
ridiculous! This is preposterous! This is really… (While DETECTIVE 
is ranting, TERI and ENGLEBERT run ON. ENGLEBERT is chasing 
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TERI, who is holding the pie over her head and looking back at 
ENGLEBERT. Just as DETECTIVE turns around, he is hit in the face 
with the pie.)

PUNNISH:  Cute.
OLD WOMAN:  Yeah. Ain’t they? (BLACKOUT.)

End of Scene Two

Scene Three
SOUND EFFECT:  DUN-DUN. LIGHTS UP:  Doctor Foster’s office. 
FOSTER and the SUPPORT GROUP are standing around getting coffee 
and chatting. MUSIC CUE 4:  “Group Therapy.”
SUPPORT GROUP:  (Sings.) Group therapy!

A self-awareness treatment hub.
Group therapy!
Welcome to the psycho-social club!

SWAN:  (Raps.) I may be dysfunctional, but what’s the scoop?
I got a good mind to fly this coop.
Every week’s the same, sittin’ with the rabble.
Listen to ’em whine and endure the psycho-babble.

BOY BLUE:  (Raps.) I’m the ideal client. I never rock the boat.
I know I’ve got a problem trying to emote.
I was first diagnosed as manic depressive,
But soon graduated to passive aggressive!

MARY/BO PEEP:  (Rap.) They say we’re delusional, no self-control.
MARY:  (Raps.) I’m always being followed!
BO PEEP:  (Raps.) I’m hard to console.
MARY:  (Rap.) We’re very much in need…
BO PEEP:  (Raps.) …of rehabilitation.
MARY/BO PEEP:  (Rap.) We’ve been diagnosed with a sheep fixation!
SUPPORT GROUP:  (Sings.) Group therapy!

A self-awareness treatment hub
Group therapy!
Welcome to the psycho-social club!

GEORGIE:  (Raps.) They say I’m aggressive with a conduct disorder.
Each and every day, my temper gets shorter.
I’m a little bipolar and a lot paranoid,
A socio-pathological, borderline schizoid!

JACK BE NIMBLE:  (Raps.) Jumping over candlesticks’ been my dream!
Then the nightmares came, and I’d wake up ’n’ scream!
I’m running, I’m jumping, I’m ready to compete!
Then the flame shoots up 25 feet!
(Speaks.) Burnt to a crisp.
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PRODUCTION NOTES

PROPERTIES ONSTAGE
Scene One—The crime scene:  Flat or backdrop depicting a large wall, 

yellow police tape, chalk outlines on ground, various large eggshell 
pieces situated on ground inside chalk outlines (NOTE:  eggshell 
pieces can be formed out of white hard foam or sculpted with an 
electric knife out of white soft foam and painted to give it a curved 
edge.)

Scene Two—The home of the Old Woman Who Lived in a Shoe:  Sturdy 
door and frame (for front door), flats or backdrops to suggest a 
shoe-like interior, kitchen counter with small phone book, table, 
two to three chairs, various sizes of strewn-about shoes, laundry 
basket with clothes

Scene Three—Doctor Foster’s office:  Seven chairs, table with coffee, 
cups and treats

Scene Four—The Mother Goose forensics lab:  Examination table 
with curtained partition in front of it (blocking the audience’s view 
to the table), table with various instruments plus a whisk and a 
spatula, another table with a mixing bowl, forks, plates, a single 
burner and a frying pan with omelet

Scene Five—The home of the Sprats:  Sturdy door and frame (for front 
door), table with large doughnuts and a can of “Crisco” (white 
icing) with spoon, two to three chairs

Scene Six—The courtroom:  Judge’s bench (raised desk and chair), 
witness stand (cordoned-off chair), jury box (six or twelve raised 
chairs), small table and chair for prosecution, small table and 
chair for defense, seats for characters seated in gallery

PROPERTIES BROUGHT ON
Prologue:

Magnifying glasses (DETECTIVE, PUNNISH SIR)
Scene One:

Sunglasses, notebook, pen (DETECTIVE)
Humpty Dumpty’s drivers’ license (PUNNISH SIR)
Plastic gloves, Ziploc bag with eggshell pieces [optional] 

(INVESTIGATORS)
Scene Two:

Toy (MARY or LARRY)
Glass of water (CARRIE or BARRY)
Banana (SHERRY or HARRY)
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Wet mop (GERI or PERRY)
Cream pie (TERI or ENGLEBERT)
Pen, pad of paper (OLD WOMAN)
Business card (PUNNISH SIR)

Scene Three:
Clipboard, pen (FOSTER)
Shepherd’s crook (BO PEEP)
Business card (DETECTIVE)

Scene Four:
Cafeteria-type disposable plastic gloves, hairnets (SAL)

Scene Five:
Police badge (DETECTIVE)
Cell phone (PUNNISH SIR)
Handcuffs (DETECTIVE, PUNNISH SIR)
Apron (MRS. SPRAT)
Mineral water (JACK)

Scene Six:
Gavel (JUDGE MENTAL)
Umbrella (MOTHER GOOSE)
Book (BAILIFF)
Cattle prod (DETECTIVE)

FLEXIBLE CASTING
The following pairs of characters can be portrayed by the same actor:

The MARE and MARY HAD A LITTLE LAMB

The OLD WOMAN WHO LIVED IN A SHOE and SAL

DR. FOSTER and MOTHER GOOSE

LITTLE BO PEEP and MRS. SPRAT

JACK BE NIMBLE and the BAILIFF

LITTLE BOY BLUE and SIMPLE SIMON

GEORGIE PORGIE and the PROSECUTOR

SO MANY CHILDREN can also double as the JURY

MRS. SPRAT can be cast in many ways. You can obviously go with 
a confident, larger actress. Alternatively, your most petite actress 
costumed in a large padded suit could be a hysterical direction to take. 
Or the part could even be played by a guy in a dress.
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Set Designs

Scene One: The Wall, where Humpty Dumpty had the great fall

Scene Two: The Old Woman’s Shoe

Scene Three: L.O.S.E.R.S. Support Group
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Set Designs

Scene Four: Mother Goose Forensics Lab

Scene Five: Home of Jack Sprat

Scene Six: Courtroom

For preview only



We hope you’ve enjoyed    
this script sample. 
We encourage you to read the entire script before making 
your final decision.

You may order a paper preview copy or gain instant 
access to the complete script online through our E-view 
program. We invite you to learn more and create an 
account at www.pioneerdrama.com/E-view.

Thank you for your interest in our plays and musicals. If you’d 
like advice on other plays or musicals to read, our customer 
service representatives are happy to assist you when you call 
800.333.7262 during normal business hours.

www.pioneerdrama.com

800.333.7262
Outside of North America 303.779.4035 
Fax 303.779.4315

PO Box 4267
Englewood, CO  80155-4267

We’re here to help!


